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Optimism in Psychology and its Structure on the Is-

lamic Sources

Hamidreza Ja’fari1

�������� ��������2

This research has been carried out in order to describe and analyze 

optimism through two approaches of psychology and Islam and to found 

the structure plan of optimism on the Islamic thought. The method of 

research is of descriptive-analytic and solidarity kind. After studying al-

most 3500 statements from the Islamic sources including the Qur’an and 

the traditions on the subject, while hinting at some difference between 

the structure of optimism in the Islamic point of view and that of the lit-

erature of ps�cholog�, the �indings �ent to sho� that optimism is of t�o 

levels: the �irst level comprises kno�ledge and a�areness, positive inter-

pretation, certainty in the coming of outcomes, hope and behavior con-

vergent with optimism. The second level is of the forty sub-constituents 

stemming from another wide-ranging concept known as “faith”. Experts 

of religion and psychology have approved that the content of the above 

structure is justi�iable; their ideas about the justi�iabilit� of the content 

is 0��6 and the average of coef�icient of solidarit� is 0���� �hich are of 

high agreement. 
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Lifestyle and conduct: differences and similarities

Muhammadtaqi Fa’ali1

Lifest�le is a ne� term frequentl� used in the �ields of sociolog�, ps�-

chology, and cultural studies. The scope of application of this term today 

has gone far enough to replace many old terms and conceptions. As a 

technical term, lifestyle has a close tie with a set of concepts such as cul-

ture, society, mind, behavior, meaning, personality, environment, inheri-

tance, need, taste, fashion, status, and tradition. The concept of lifestyle, 

from one side, encompasses the most detailed event of man’s life, and 

goes rooted deepl� covering man�s entit�, from another side; it is thus 

both encompassing and deep. 

We may consider the Islamic lifestyle as a separate discipline of knowl-

edge having some relations to man’s line of conduct. Those relations can 

be taken into consideration as difference or similarities. In what follows, 

the author has gone to infer and propose those differences through some 

library-ascription method. 
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Carrying Out Works Properly in the Light of Islamic 

Lifestyle (Measures and procedures) 

�������������� ���������1 

Labor and endeavor are the main constituents of civilization and key 

factors of the Islamic lifestyle. In recent decades, however, Muslims came 

to suffer from slowdown and slackness, which may be caused by their 

negligence in the properl� carr�ing out their �orks; thus, the� failed to 

accomplish them and fell into despair. Inferring the properly carrying the 

works out from the Islamic traditions is one step in lifting the obstacles 

before practical success for Muslims’ lifestyle, particularly, “for the staff”.   

In what follows, the author goes to examine “the measures and pro-

cedures of doing works” in the light of Islamic traditions through a de-

scriptive-analytic method. As an outcome of this research, mention is to 

be made to two kinds of measures before and while doing the work prop-

erly: 1- offering a paradigm of concept for the chronological process of a 

�ork being done; �� a simple revie� for the assessment of the measures 

while doing the work and after it is done. An approach of process to those 

traditions provides for a right practice to be considered as a whole, rath-

er than the scattered pieces of it.  

Keywords: measures before the work, measures while doing the work, 

the process of doing a work, the review of a work, work in the Islamic 

culture. 
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Prediction of Psychological Wellbeing and happiness 

in the Light of Islamic Lifestyle through the Manage-

ment of Personality Traits 

���� ������1 

The Islamic lifestyle and personality traits play a major role in the psy-

chological wellbeing and happiness. In his research here, the author has 

studied the role of Islamic lifest�le and �ive ke� personalit� traits in the ps�-

chological wellbeing and happiness. His method is descriptive-solidarity. 

The society of research comprises both seminary and university students 

of Qom cit� �ho as the sample of �11 students �illed out the forms of Islam-

ic lifest�le questionnaires (ILS���5�, �ive ke� personalit� traits (�oldberg, 

1����, ps�chological �ellbeing (R�ff 1��5�, depression�happiness (�oseph 

and �c�real, 1��5�� �he research �indings proved that the Islamic lifest�le 

and its minor standards including society, beliefs, acts of worship, morali-

t�, �inance, famil�, health, kno�ledge and thinking, securit� and punctual-

ity have a positive and meaningful relation to psychological wellbeing and 

happiness� �he �ive personalit� traits have a positive and meaningful rela-

tion to ps�chological �ellbeing and happiness, too� �nother �inding sho�s 

that through the Islamic lifestyle along with the controlling factors of per-

sonality, one can predict one’s psychological wellbeing and happiness. As a 

result, strengthening the Islamic lifestyle may go to strengthen and intensi-

fy the happiness and psychological wellbeing of every individual. 

Keywords: the Islamic lifestyle, personality traits, psychological well-

being, happiness.  
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The Principles of Pantheistic Lifestyle in Modern 

Spiritualism
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Current differences in different spiritualistic lifestyles stem from their 

theoretical dissimilar foundations. Knowing the foundations of theism 

and anthropology in one spiritualistic movement will help to decipher 

the lifestyle of that movement. 

In his current article, the author has tried to refer to the ongoing re-

searches on the beliefs of modern spiritualists in order to analyze their cel-

ebrated spiritualistic vie� on �od and mankind in the light of pantheistic 

theism; mentioning the features of pantheism in modern spiritualism, he 

has also gone to propose some estimations about its impacts on the spiri-

tualistic lifest�le� �od in modern spiritualism, according to the �indings of 

this article, is a none-exalted being, penetrating into everything, along with 

everything, and a troubleshooter who on emergency cases would appear 

all of a sudden due to the call from inside; and mankind is not his obedient 

servant, rather an active unit in the divinity and the intelligence guiding 

the universe� �his particular pantheistic vie� on �od and man has given 

rise to some signs such as living in the moment, sanctifying the inside call, 

dealing �ith �od through self�love, altruism through self�love, considering 

everything so far as it concerns oneself, insisting on self-promotion and 

self�suf�icienc� in the lifest�le of modern spiritualists� 

Keywords: modern spiritualism, theism, anthropology, pantheism, 

self-divinity.
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The Use of “Terms of Sex” in the Styles of Commu-

nication in the Light of Ethics

Mahdi Fadaii1

Language is the major means of human communications. As far as Is-

lamic ethics is concerned, making use of terms denoting sex and sexu-

al organs in conversations and verbal communications is a challenging 

issue. That pronouncing terms of sex is unethical can be inferred from 

some traditions of Ahlulbeit. 

Referring to the Qur�an and reason, the author has some to a clear 

dictum about the issue� It can be inferred from the research �indings that 

one is allowed to use the terms of sexual organs implicitly on some verbal 

and behavioral occasions. Having collected the data from libraries, the 

author made use of the intellectual and qualitative method of analysis in 

order to examine those data.� 

Keywords: Islamic ethics, terms of sex, sexual organs, styles of com-

munication, the Qur’an, the reason, Islamic traditions and line of conduct.
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